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画像分類を用いる IoT マルウェアの検知手法についての提案

概要：近年、IoT 機器を悪用した DDoS 攻撃が頻繁に発見されていた。本研究では、畳み込みニューラルネット画像
分類機器を用いる IoT DDoS マルウェアの検知手法について提案する。提案した検知システムは IoT 機器本体に配
置され、機能している DDoS マルウェアに対し軽量化検知を行う。
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Abstract: The Internet has extended by including a large number of IoT devices implemented recently. These devices are smarter
due to the stronger computational capability and the interconnection through Internet therefore can deal with much more
complicated tasks. On the otherside, there are also more chances for attackers to threaten these things. In this paper, we propose a
novel light-weight approach for detecting DDos malware in IoT environments, through malware image and a light-weight
convolutional neural network image classifier. The results show that the proposed system can achieve 94.0% accuracy for the
classification of goodware and DDoS malware..
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proposed light-weight malware detection scheme. coming

1. INTRODUCTION

through the Telnet protocol. Their results show that the DDoS

The Internet has extended by including a large number of IoT

attack is the most common security threat in current IoT network

devices implemented recently. These devices are smarter due to

environments. These authors kindly shared their observed data set

the stronger computational capability and the interconnection

with us which we have used in this research for evaluating our

through Internet therefore can deal with much more complicated

proposal.

tasks. On the other side, there are also more chances for attackers
to threaten these things. In this paper, we propose a local system

3. METHODOLOGY

to protect the IoT devices from becoming the bot of DDoS attacks.
Specifically, we propose a lightweight detector for classifying
IoT DDoS malware and benign codes locally on the resource
limited IoT devices by converting the program binaries to images
and then inputting the images to a small size convolutional neural
network for detecting malware. Experimental results show that
the proposed system can achieve 94:0% accuracy for classifying
goodware and DDoS malware, and 81:8% accuracy for the
classification of goodware and two main malware families.

2. RELATED WORKS

Figure 1

The proposed light-weight malware detection
scheme..

The first honeypot specifically for collecting IoT malware has
been recently established by Pa et al. [1], which simulated 8
different CPU architectures for observing attacks Fig. 1. The
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In this Section, we describe the methodology of building the
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proposed IoT DDoS malware detector.

there is no need to understand exactly which kind of variant it is.

3.1 Lightweight IoT DDoS Malware Filter

4.2 Obtaining the Malware Images

Since the computational resources of IoT devices is limited, a

Once the raw data-set is ready, we convert each sample into the

direct solution is relying on the security protection services

corresponding malware gray-scale image by following the same

provided by powerful remote servers, such as in Cloudenabled

procedures implemented in [2]. We unified the size of images to

IoT environments. In our proposed system, firstly a lightweight

64X64. Some examples of malware and benign-ware images are

malware classification system is responsible of recognizing

shown by Fig. 2, 3 and 4.

suspicious programs and behaviors locally. Then the system

4.3 Convolutional Neural Network Configuration

delivers the files or the corresponding abstracts to a remote Cloud

We inplement a small, two layer shallow convolutional neural

server for deeper analysis. The proposal system structure is

network for classifying malware images. The network structure

shown in Fig. 1.

is shown in Table. I. The network is trained with 5000 iterations

3.2 IoT DDoS Malware Families

with a training batch size of 32 and learning rate 0.0001.

Recent analysis [1] reveals that the IoT DDoS malware are

4.4 Results

functionally similar to existing DDoS malware on PC platforms.

The classification results are shown in Tables II and III for the

However, they also contain some new features. For instance,

cases of two (benign and malicious) and threeclass (benign and

some try to kill other malware of competitive families. In addition,

two malware families: Mirai and gafgyt) classification.

IoT malware often targets a specific class of IoT devices and is
compatible with different processor architectures.

Table 1 STRUCTURE OF THE IMPLEMENTED

3.3 Malware Image Classification

CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK

An malware binary can be rearranged to an 8-bit binary sequence
which can be converted to a single-channel image [2], which can
then be put into image classifiers such as convolutional neural
network for recognition.

4. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
In this section we discuss the experimental setup and the results
of the classification of the proposed system.
4.1 Preparing the Dataset
We use the IoT DDoS malware dataset collected by IoTPOT [1],
the first honeypot for collecting IoT threat samples. The malware
samples are labelled using VirusTotal [3] with the majority rule.
The dataset originally contains 500 malware samples, where most
of them are classified into four big families: Linux.Gafgyt.1,
other

variants of Linux.Gafgyt

family,

Mirai

[4]

and

Trojan.Linux.Fgt. Then we cluster the samples into two
categories:

Mirai

family,

which

contains

Mirai

and

Trojan.Linux.Fgt, and Linux.Gafgyt family which contains
Linux.Gafgyt.1 and the other variants. The benign binary samples
(goodware) are collected from Ubuntu 16.04.3 system files. The
number of samples are balanced for each family by randomly
removing the samples that belong to classes that are too large.
After the preprocessing phase, we analyzed 365 samples where
each class has the same number of samples. Among them, we
utilize 45 sample (each class has 15 samples) for testing, and the
rest for training. According to the discussion above, the system
proposed is only responsible for preliminary detection. That is,
the goal is to identify whether a sample is benign or belongs to
one of the big malware families: Mirai and Linux.Gafgyt, but
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Figure 2

Images of Goodware

Figure 4
Malware Image Examples of the Mirai Family
Figure 3
Malware Image of the Linux.Gafgyt Family

Table 3 CONFUSION MATRIX FOR 2-CLASS
CLASSIFICATION

Table 2 CONFUSION MATRIX FOR 3-CLASS
CLASSIFICATION
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5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We propose a lightweight malware image classification scheme
for locally detecting IoT DDoS malware. The malware filter
proposed in this paper is based on convolutional neural networks
and can be tuned to be more efficient by using various techniques
of reducing network size. In addition, new malware image
extraction methods can be proposed to obtain more representative
features of malware for classification.
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